Contrasts Crossword

Solve the crossword using the list of words and the clues.

Across
1. although
2. against
3. across the ocean; on another continent
4. not original
5. far away from others
6. separate things or beings
7. ranking
10. look forward to
12. to change ownership of something or to send someone to a different place or position
13. all the time
15. on the edge or unimportant
19. in spite of
20. slow wearing down and loss
21. by that means (or as a consequence of that)
22. to produce or take something from something else

Down
1. isolation
2. anticipate
3. entities
4. hierarchy
5. marginal
6. albeit
7. nevertheless
8. invoke
9. hierarchy
10. derive
11. derived
12. integrity
13. erosion
14. contrary
15. appreciation
16. adjacent
17. overseas
18. constantly
19. transfer
20. notwithstanding
21. thereby
22. thereby
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